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Since ancient times, rarely have there been any motifs that can transcend the fetters of
time, space, race, religion, territory as well as tradition, becoming cultural symbols,
cultural prototypes, and cultural conception in broad terms, while the Mandala being
one of them, a prototypical motif with superb transcendence. As the famous Swiss
psychologist Jung has mentioned in his book, The Secret of the Golden Flower,
Mandala is a magic ring, which, being a symbol, is not only widely spread in the
whole East, but also common in the Middle Ages of his place, and the East
undoubtedly has the most beautiful mandalas, especially the delicate ones of Tibetan
Buddhism.

Chengdu Museum is pleased to present the exhibition called “ 方 • 圓 Between

Square And Circle” and curated by Tong Xin, displaying Mandala Thangkas of
Tibetan Buddhism, which are the oldest and mysterious patterns drawn with the
colors of nature. Being the first one held in China with the theme of Mandala Thangka,
this exhibition will display the works of Dongrub Tshebrtan, Jigsmed Rgyamtsho,
Skalbzang Tshering, Lirgya Tshering, Skalbzang Phrinlas, Rinchen Rgyalmtshan and
pavonine mineral raw stones. Selected from more than 100 thangkas of the Qinghai
Artists Association, these exquisite Mandala Thangkas belong to creators who are
both skilled painters and devout monks of Tibetan Buddhism. These compassionate
artists infuse every stroke of their works with awe and veneration for Buddhism by
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burning incense, cleansing their hands, along reciting sutras and mantras, and strive
for perfection over years, using pure natural mineral pigments and gold foil, to
complete their opus, which will not fade and stay flamboyant for centuries.

In China, in addition to the Potala Palace in Tibet and temples in Tibetan areas, the
Lama Temple in Beijing has the largest number of Mandala Thangkas. Mandala
Thangkas can also be seen in the collections of world-famous museums such as the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the British Museum, the Rubin Museum of Art, the
Asian Art Museum of San Francisco, and the Tokyo National Museum, which proves
their conspicuous value in art and collection. However, since the ancient paintings
secretly guarded in the hands of Thangka painters are handed down from generation
to generation by masters and disciples with rigorous commandments, teaching others
without the consent of masters is forbidden. Moreover, there are many factions of
Tibetan Buddhism, each with its differences, and the forms and contents of mandalas
are also diverse, causing a large number of mandalas to be scattered and preserved in
the hands of temples and monks and, therefore, increasing the difficulty in holding a
special exhibition of Mandala Thangkas. Viewing Mandala Thangkas is not only a
fascinating visual experience but also an unbounded spiritual journey beyond religion,
art, science, and philosophy. The exhibition, through Mandala Thangkas, aims to
provide art lovers from all over the world with the opportunity to have a more
comprehensive insight into the magical charm of the Mandala.
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The title of the exhibition comes from the most basic geometric combination in
Mandala Thangkas of Tibetan Buddhism - square and circle. The square gives people
a psychological hint of stability, peace, and balance, which, in the Mandala, often
represents the residence of the Buddha, leaving doors in four directions, denoting the
access to the interior. The circle is the most common form of composition in the
history of human civilization. Regardless of religious rituals and complex graphics, in
essence, the most important symbol of the Mandala is the circle, which is also its most
direct form of expression. This combination of squares and circles is the basic
composition system of Mandala art. These patterns symbolize the harmony between
man and the laws of the universe and truly show the most primitive human conscious
response, psychological state, and aesthetic needs, which endows the Mandala with
great value for observation and appreciation.

The artists and the curator jointly confirmed that one-third of the proceeds from the
prints and art derivatives sold in the exhibition will be donated to the Qinghai Artists
Association, which will distribute them to the Mandala Thangka painters in Regong
as art subsidies to support them to better adhere to and inherit the creation of Mandala
art.

The proposed exhibition will be held in Chengdu Museum from June 19 to August 31,
2022, in the course of the two-month summer vacation in China, when the World
University Games will be in process in Chengdu.
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Fig. 1. Chengdu Museum, Sichuan, China

Located to the west of Tianfu Square in the city center and being one of the nation’s
first-class museums, Chengdu Museum is the most suitable place to hold the Mandala
Thangka exhibition- “方 • 圓 Between Square And Circle”. Founded in 1958, this
museum covers about 2.8 acres, with a total construction area of about 65,000 square
meters and an exhibition area of about 20,000 square meters. There are nearly
300,000 collections, forming a relatively complete collection system from the
Neolithic Age to the republican period of China, which includes bronze ware, gold
and silver ware, portrait brick, stone carving, ceramic ware, calligraphy and painting,
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etc., massive in quantity and superb in quality.1 In addition to the permanent
exhibition hall, temporary and special exhibitions held here include Buddhist statues
of the Southern and Northern Dynasties, Dunhuang art exhibition, traditional crafts
exhibition of international intangible cultural heritage, and the exhibition of European
painting of the 14th century to the early 20th century from the Indianapolis Museum
of art. Thangka is a famous form of artistic expression in Tibetan culture, which is not
only of great significance in Tibetan Buddhism, but also an art form with a long
history. Compared with art galleries, urban museums that cater to multiculturalism are
more suitable to hold this kind of exhibition.

1

Chengdu Museum official website,“Introduction”, accessed September 2, 2021,

https://www.cdmuseum.com/jianjie.html
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Part 1: Mandala Thangka
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Section 3: Samaya-mandala
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Dongrub Tshebrtan (Tibetan Nationality)

A Thangka painter, working and living in Xining City, Qinghai Province, China;
currently the vice-chairman of the Qinghai Artists Association. Born in Zhigabuju
(Zhihajia) village, Jinyuan Tibetan Township, Hualong County, Haidong City,
Qinghai Province, Dongrub Tshebrtan is a descendant of the Ga family of Geza tribe,
one of the thirteen tribes of Zongka. Since the age of 7, he has studied scriptures,
Tibetan orthography and rhetoric under the guidance of Buddhist monks Lica Pin,
Bum Rgyal, Tantra yoga guru Rnam Rgyal, Rgyagyang Bkrashis. In order to pursue
the apperception of the meaning and spiritual connotation of the art in Tibetan
Buddhist paintings, achieve the harmonious unity of ideological content and
expressional form, and maintain the integration of artistic expression for Buddhist
paintings and artists’ skills, he studied the traditional Thangka painting artistry with
Living Buddha Yar Kha in 1986. Dongrub Tshebrtan has achieved a unique and novel
artistic realm in his personal aesthetics for Thangka art. Taking traditional Thangka
art as the foundation and Zongka art as the technique, his creation pays heed to
highlighting the layered and stereoscopic sense of the picture and has unique technical
characteristics such as elaborate planning, abstract theme, fine lines, coordinated color
setting, and realistic character depiction. In terms of content and subject matter,
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instead of sticking to the images of Buddha statues, he focuses on expressing the
themes and conveying views, while integrating the essence of Buddhism into
paintings. Breaking the constraints of the dogmatic artistic expression, he takes in the
artistic nourishment from oil paintings and traditional Chinese paintings, which makes
his Thangka works show the characteristics of unbelievable "liberation". The creative
concept of Dongrub Tshebrtan fully demonstrates the expressiveness of traditional
Thangka art to modern art, introducing the traditional Thangka art to a new realm.
Over the years, Dongrub Tshebrtan has done his damnedest to break free from the
cumber and shackles of the inherent law, completely removing the monotony
generated by the simple repetition of the traditional Thangka, and depicting each
figure vividly and dynamically on the paper. From religious deities, Gesar myths to
all aspects of Tibetan social life, he has created many large Thangka paintings
expressing Tibetan folk customs, becoming the object of later scholars' imitation.
Today, his works have been exhibited many times at home and abroad, some of which
have been permanently collected by museums. It can be said that he is the promoter of
the change of Tibetan Buddhist art in the new era.

Jigsmed Rgyamtsho（Tu Nationality）

A Thangka painter, an inheritor of Thangka intangible cultural heritage, the largest
Thangka holder in Guinness World Records, currently a member of the Qinghai Folk
Artists Association, the executive director of the Tongren County Art Association of
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Huangnan Prefecture, Qinghai Province, and an appraiser of Thangka appraisal center
in this association. Jigsmed Rgyamtsho was born in Nianduhu village, Nianduhu
Township, Tongren County, Huangnan Prefecture, Qinghai Province. He was not a
monk before learning to draw Thangka. When he was at the age of 10, his mother and
seven siblings had a very difficult life. So young Jigsmed Rgyamtsho chose to learn
Thangka as an apprentice to relieve the family's economic pressure. From 1988 to
1997, he studied Thangka painting with uncle Tan Cun and famous Thangka artist
Jigsmed Nyima. In 1996, he became a monk in Nianduhu temple, changing from an
ordinary Thangka painter to a monk. The images of Buddha he began to draw when
he was young will become the most important thing in his future and accompany him
all his life. However, after becoming a monk, master Jigsmed Rgyamtsho used his
main energy to serve the monks and temple management. He began to draw Thangka
independently in 1997 and recruited apprentices to inherit his skills. From August
1997 to December 1998, he participated in the creation of a 618-meter-long work,
The Grand View of Chinese Tibetan Culture and Art Colored Painting, which
was included in the Guinness World Records. Since 2000, he has been giving classes
in many famous ancient temples in Qinghai, Gansu, and Sichuan, teaching Regong
Thangka painting skills. Today, some of Jigsmed Rgyamtsho's works are also
collected by collectors in India, the United States, Britain, France, Japan, and other
countries. For more than 30 years till now, in addition to personal creation, Jigsmed
Rgyamtsho has recruited more than 40 apprentices to inherit and carry forward the
intangible cultural heritage of Thangka painting. As a successor of Tantric Thangka
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art in Nianduhu Temple and an inheritor of Regong Art, the world intangible cultural
heritage, Jigsmed Rgyamtsho cherishes most is the wish, based on inheriting and
developing the Thangka art, to build up the skills of Thangka painting from various
schools, combining with the essence of the art of painting at home and abroad, so that
Thangka art can go to the world and shine brilliantly.

Skalbzang Tshering (Tibetan Nationality)

A Thangka painter, as well as a member of the China Arts and Crafts Association and
the Qinghai Regong Art Association. Born in Wutunxia village, the birthplace of
Regong Art, Skalbzang Tshering acknowledged Nyang'bum, a master of Chinese arts
and crafts, as his teacher at the age of 12,

engaging in the research of Regong Art,

Thangka painting, and Tibetan Buddhist art; later, he became a formal disciple of the
Tibetan painting master, Nyang'bum. In more than ten years of his artistic career, he
has followed master Nyang'bum, successively carrying out cultural exchanges and
exhibition activities of Buddhist art creation in Tibet, Gansu, Inner Mongolia, Yunnan,
Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Sichuan, and other places, which have been
highly praised. In order to improve his understanding of and deepen his insight into
the traditional paintings of the Han nationality, Skalbzang Tshering has systematically
studied and analyzed the art of traditional meticulous paintings of the Han nationality,
making his vision and artistic expression more broad and diverse. Over the past ten
years, Skalbzang Tshering has drawn more than 100 Thangkas and murals, which are
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widely distributed in major monasteries and more than 10 countries and regions. With
his profound skills and innovation, he always uses mineral pigments and pure gold
dots in the process of creating his works. Skalbzang Tshering’s works have distinctive
characteristics, exquisite brushwork, strong color contrast, and profound skills, which
are of great value for artistic appreciation as well as collection.

Lirgya Tshering (Tibetan Nationality)

A Thangka painter, working and living in Xining, Qinghai, China; a member of the
Qinghai Artists Association. Born in Zhigabuju (Zhihajia) village, Jinyuan Tibetan
Township, Hualong County, Haidong City, Qinghai Province, Lirgya Tshering was a
descendant of the Ga family of Geza tribe, one of the thirteen tribes of Zongka. At the
age of 16, he practiced painting skills with his brother Dongrub Tshebrtan. At the age
of 25, he, along with his apprentices, went to many Buddhist shrines; so far, he has
trained 23 disciples. He is adept at religious paintings and the artistic creation of Gold
carving but does not stick to the traditional format. Created with a variety of
techniques and combined with the quintessence of other painting schools, his works
display a distinctive style, successfully establishing a unique art path of his own, and
have the typical characteristics of Tibetan culture and art in the new era. Over the past
few years, he has spared no effort to explore and innovate in the art ocean of the Tibet
Plateau, " the ridge of the world", visiting the hinterland of the mountains, deeply
studying the ancient and mysterious traditional culture and art origin of Qinghai and
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Tibet, and continuously achieving his own art progress. More than 80 Thangkas have
been appreciated and collected by artists and scholars at home and abroad such as
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, and the United States. At present, he is making efforts to
create and draw Thangka works in large long scroll with various themes for many
prefectures and counties in Qinghai. It is believed that, in the future, he will,
developing the new through critical assimilation of the old, create more fine arts,
inject new nutrients into Qinghai-Tibet culture and art, and become an outstanding
representative of a new generation of Tibetan culture artists.

Skalbzang Phrinlas (Tibetan Nationality)

A Thangka painter, a member of the Qinghai Art Association, and director of the
Qinghai Arts and Crafts Association. Born in Wutunxia village, the birthplace of
Regong Art, Skalbzang Phrinlas lives in a family engaged in Thangka art for
generations. At the age of 10, he began to learn from master Rgyamtsho, a disciple of
the ninth Panchen painter, known as the king of Thangka. At the age of 16, he started
to create Thangka independently. In the past 23 years of artistic practice, Skalbzang
Phrinlas has absorbed the strengths of various schools and gradually formed a unique
artistic style of works, which has gorgeous and generous colors, fine and complex
picture composition, rigorous and delicate fine strip painting, and vivid look of
characters in pictures. He has participated in many cultural exchanges and exhibitions
of Buddhist art creation in Tibet, Gansu, Inner Mongolia, Beijing, Shanghai,
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Shandong, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Taiwan, Sichuan, and other places. His exquisite
artworks have won general praise from the realm of art and Buddhist.

Rinchen Rgyalmtshan (Tibetan Nationality)

A Thangka painter, and a member of the Qinghai Folk Artists Association. Rinchen
Rgyalmtshan was born in Dulan County, Qinghai Province. He once served as an art
teacher, in Guoluohongerduoji National Vocational and Technical Senior High School,
a member of the Qinghai Arts and Crafts Association, and a member of the Qinghai
Folk Writers and Artists Association; now, he is a contracted painter of Hainan
Dongzhizang Culture and Art Development Co., Ltd. He has been practicing painting
skills since childhood. At the age of 16, he studied Thangka art and Tibetan
calligraphy in Guoluohongerdoji National Vocational and Technical Senior High
School. He is good at religious paintings, art creation of Thangka, Tibetan calligraphy,
Butter Sculpture technology, stone carving art, photography, Tibetan incense
technology, etc. Not confined to the traditional format but created with a variety of
techniques and combined with the quintessence of other painting schools, his works
have a distinctive style, successfully establishing a unique art path of his own, and
have the typical characteristics of Tibetan culture and art in the new era.
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The exhibition will be held on the first floor of Chengdu Museum in the temporary
exhibition hall, located on the left side of the escalator in the lobby, which ensures
that every visitor to the museum will not miss it.

Fig. 45. 3D rendering -- Exhibition hall entrance

The whole exhibition hall, including the entrance, is designed according to the theme
of the exhibition “ 方 • 圓 Between Square and Circle” . The sign at the door reads:
“While wandering through this mysterious passage in front of you, try to adjust the
rhythm of your breath, calm yourself down, put aside the troubles of work and life for
a while, and focus your thoughts on the present. Welcome to the world of Mandala!”
This passage is set to increase the sense of ritual and enhance the audience's attention
so as to provide them with the most wonderful viewing experience.
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Fig. 46. 3D rendering: Overlooking the exhibition hall

Space Overview:
The temporary exhibition hall on the first floor of Chengdu Museum is a spacious
square hall, with dimensions of 30 meters in length, 30 meters in width and 8 meters
in height. The reconstructed circular exhibition hall has a diameter of 28 meters and
an exhibition space of 615 square meters. In addition to the entrance passage, the
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curator makes a bold attempt to design the whole exhibition hall according to the
layout of the Tibetan Buddhist Mandala. The center of the Mandala, that is, the center
of the exhibition hall, is equipped with a holographic projector, and the outer edge is
surrounded by a circle of seats for the audience to rest. It is hoped that the audience
can immerse themselves in the sacred Mandala space and feel calm while appreciating
the works.

Fig. 47. 3D rendering: Distribution of works
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Fig. 48. 3D rendering: Part of the exhibition hall

QR Code: text introduction and voice guide
At the bottom of each Mandala Thangka is the basic information of the work along
with a QR code, by scanning which the audience can acquire further information and
obtain the story behind the work. However, if the audience is not interested in the
collection, they can choose to visit other works, meaning the audience can choose
whether to dive into the works or not at will, which improves the autonomy of the
audience and ensures them a better viewing experience.
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Fig. 49. 3D rendering: Part of the exhibition hall

Fig. 50. 3D rendering: Part of the exhibition hall
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Fig. 51. 3D rendering: Part of the exhibition hall

The exhibition is divided into two parts:
1. Mandala Thangkas, displayed on both sides of the walls of the square area in the
middle of the exhibition hall
2. Mineral raw stones and mineral pigments, displayed in the arc area above and on
both sides of the exhibition hall, including a “Rainbow wall”, 5 meters in length and 4
meters in height, which is composed of glass tubes filled with mineral pigment
powder of various colors

Part I: Mandala Thangkas
There are four categories of Tibetan Buddhist Mandala. The first three categories are
flat Mandala, including Maha Mandala, shown in the red area of the first section,
Samaya Mandala, in the yellow area of the second section, and Dharma Mandala, in
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the blue area of the third section, all of which can be drawn in the form of Thangka.
Maha Mandala accounts for the largest number of paintings of Mandala since ancient
times, which is the reason why the curator chooses a large number of this kind to
exhibit. The last category is called Karma Mandala, usually presented in a
three-dimensional way. Even though Karma Mandala is not included within the scope
of our exhibition, in order to ensure the popularity of the complete Mandala
classification, a holographic projector is set in the middle of the exhibition hall to
show this kind of Mandala.

Fig. 52. 16 works of Maha Mandala

Section 1: 16 works of Maha Mandala
These drawings are the images of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and other deities, using the
five colors of green, yellow, red, white and black to represent the five major elements
of earth, water, fire, wind and space, expressing the meaning of gathering,
representing the whole form of the universe and referring to the universal phase of
everything. From a religious standpoint, the Maha Mandala presents the full body of
the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, but from a broad interpretation, all phenomena are the
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manifestation of the six Dharma bodies, earth, water, fire, wind, air and sense；
therefore, both the mundane and the Dharma, the altar and field, each Buddha statue
and all phenomena are Maha Mandala.

Fig. 53. 8 works of Samaya Mandala

Section 2: 8 works of Samaya Mandala
Instead of depicting the images of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, these works only
present the instruments and staves symbolizing Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, such as
jewels, Vajra pestles, swords, Dharma wheels and handprints. For any Dharma
practitioner, seeing these props is the same as meeting the deities represented; thus,
Samaya Mandala refers to the special phase, the distinctive characteristics, of each
phenomenon in the universe. Everything is not a meaningless existence; instead, all
things have a profound value, bearing a concept of what they should do, which is the
essence of oath. From a religious standpoint, Samaya Mandala means the staves and
handprints held by the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, which symbolize the vows of the
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, a sign that nothing can violate. However, from a broad
interpretation, all phenomena have specific manifestation and function, the
37

particularity of which is the Samaya Mandala.

Fig. 54. 8 works of Dharma Mandala

Section 3: 8 works of Dharma Mandala

These works take the first letters of the Sanskrit name of deities as the seed of them to
represent deities themselves. Everything related to the connotations of Buddhist
scriptures, the text of scriptures as well as the meaning and truth of speeches, is called
Dharma Mandala. All speeches and scriptures are the voice and words of the Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas, indicating that they are of reality, that is, the Dharma Mandala.
From a religious point of view, Dharma Mandala is the seed of Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas. Everything in the world has a name, and the first word of the names of
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas as well as their oaths in Sanskrit is called seed. Therefore,
Dharma Mandala is the Mandala of words. But in a broad sense, all classical
characters and even all languages, characters and names in the world are Dharma
Mandala, because words are the reason (seed) for expressing truth and there are
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countless merits and virtues in each word.

Fig. 55. 3D rendering: The holographic projector in the center of the exhibition hall displays Karma Mandala

The holographic projector in the center of the exhibition hall displays the fourth kind
of Mandala, Karma Mandala, which is three-dimensional. It represents the gathering
of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas with three-dimensional shapes as in carvings and
castings, which are more detailed and visualized. The Karma Mandala represents the
activities carried out by all things in the universe. Karma means “deeds”. All things
are the symbol of reality; therefore, all activities are of “reality”. The movements and
the changes of sun, moon and stars are meaningful activities from reality. From a
religious point of view, the Karma Mandala represents the majestic cause of the
Buddhas. Therefore, the majestic activities expressed in carvings and moldings are the
Karma Mandala. But in a broad sense, walking, sitting and lying, the activities and
behaviors of all things are the Karma Mandala.

Part II: Mineral Raw Stones and Mineral Pigments
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Fig. 56. Mineral Raw Stones

Fig. 57. Mock-up: The “Rainbow wall”

Fig. 58. Glass tubes filled with mineral pigment powder of various colors

The soul of Mandala Thangka is the natural mineral pigments, which are derived from
crystal minerals in nature and have stable physical characteristics and unique aesthetic
value. However, because the mining of the raw pigment ores is very dangerous, many
of which are on the verge of disappearing, and the purifying and grinding of the ores
need to be carried out manually, this precious kind of pigments is extremely scarce. In
this part, the most commonly used mineral pigments in Mandala Thangka are
displayed, which are made from mineral stones like azurite, malachite, orpiment ore,
realgar ore, turquoise, muscovite, cinnabar ore, gold foil, silver foil and bornite.

In the era of we-media, everyone is a communicator or disseminator. The “Rainbow
wall” composed of glass tubes filled with mineral pigment powder of various colors is
designed to attract the audience to take photos and publish them on social networks to
40

publicize and promote the exhibition.

Fig. 59. 3D rendering: The exit of the exhibition hall

At the exit of the exhibition hall, the back of the “Rainbow wall” reads: “Want to
create your own Mandala? Drawing or painting a Mandala creates a lot of peace and
joy. It is regarded as a meditation and can bring you into contact with your mind and
your ‘inner universe’, You don't need to have drawing or painting experience to do it.
If you are interested, please scan the QR code below.”The QR code is the link of
WeChat official account, which we will update every day during and after exhibitions.
This helps select target groups who are willing to know the relevant courses, increase
their participation in Mandala-related art activities, and lay the foundation for our
continuous promotion of Mandala art.
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The following is the loan agreement signed by all participating artists before
installation:
Tong Xin, the curator of the exhibition “方 • 圓 Between Square and Circle” from
June 2022 to August 2022, hopes to use works in connection with this exhibition on
the terms and conditions set forth below.

1. Creation and Title - The artist hereby warrants that the artist created and possesses
unencumbered title to the works of art set forth on the List of Inventory attached
hereto (the “works”) and has the right to lend the works to the exhibitors.
2. Duration of Loan & Manner of Exhibition - The artist hereby agrees to lend the
works to the curator for the time period commencing June 19, 2022 and concluding

August 21, 2022. The artist acknowledges that the curator will exhibit these works
in the exhibition “ 方 • 圓 Between Square and Circle” held by Chengdu Museum,
located at No. 1, Xiaohe Street, Qingyang District, Chengdu, Sichuan, China, and
that members of the public will be invited to attend the exhibition in which the
works are displayed.
3. Promise Not to Sell the Original Works - The artist and the curator jointly
confirm that the original works displayed in this exhibition will not be sold for
special reasons.
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4. Transportation of Artworks - Packing and shipping charges, insurance costs,
other handling expenses, and risk of loss or damage incurred in the delivery of the
artworks shall be borne by the curator.
5. Loss or Damage - The curator shall be strictly liable for loss or damage to any
consigned artwork from the date of delivery to the gallery until the artworks are
returned to the artist. In the event of loss or damage that cannot be restored, the
artist shall receive the same amount of compensation as insured.
6. Insurance - The curator shall insure the artworks for their full wholesale price. In
the event when an insurance claim is made, the curator shall pay all deductibles.
7. Promotion & Reproduction - The curator shall spare no efforts to promote, and
display artworks. The curator shall clearly identify the artist’s name with all
artworks and shall include the artist’s name on the bill of sale for any reproduction
and derivatives of the artworks sold. The artist allows the curator to duplicate all
copyrights of the artworks in this exhibition according to the needs of the
exhibition (including but not limited to: exhibition publicity, field magazine,
catalogue, invitation letter, admission ticket, printmaking and art derivatives, etc.).
Curators can arrange to have the artworks photographed to publicize and promote
the artworks through social media. In every such use, the artist shall be
acknowledged as the creator of the artwork. The curator shall include on each bill
of sale of any artwork the following legend: “All copyrights to reproduction of the
artwork(s) identified herein are retained by the curator.”
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8. Donation - The artist and the curator jointly confirm that one third of the proceeds
from the prints and art derivatives sold in this exhibition will be donated to the
Mandala Thangka painters in Regong as an art subsidy for the development of
Mandala art creation.
9. Miscellany - All amendments, deletions or additions to this agreement must be in
written form and signed by both parties. This agreement constitutes the complete
understanding of both parties hereto. The Chinese version of this Agreement shall
prevail.
10. Governing Law - This agreement shall be governed by and in accordance with
the laws of the People's Republic of China.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have signed this agreement as of the
date below.
Artist: __________________________________________(print)
Company Name (if any):
Authorized Signature
___________________________________________________________
Date_______________________
Curator: ________________________________________(print)
Authorized Signature
__________________________________________________________
Date_______________________
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Business Sector:

Fig. 60. Mock-up: Exhibition Poster

The audience of this exhibition covers a wide range, including Buddhist devotees,
Thangka lovers, art enthusiasts, mineral gemstone lovers, groups related to
psychotherapy which is extended from Mandala patterns, etc. The scope of spectators
involved may be wider than that in the typical exhibitions for specific art, in view of
which, we also focus on the sources that are usually not considered. The marketing
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plan centers on exhibition and advertising activities, including online and offline
promotion campaigns. With the increasing prevalence of social media in China, all the
other media we choose can ensure targeted communication with relevant potential
exhibition visitors.

The advertising of the exhibition will take advantage of the conventional advertising
resources of Chengdu Museum, including printed banners and posters throughout the
city, online advertising space and publicity through the museum website.
Advertisements in printed magazines such as Buddhist Culture, Thangka Art of
Tibetan Buddhism, Rock Mineralogy Magazine, Psychology and Health as well as in
some online magazines will also be regarded as marketing tools to attract visitors to
the exhibition.

Besides creating the WeChat official account of Mandala Art, releasing information
like Mandala's knowledge, aesthetics, painting, and Carl Jung's Mandala
psychotherapy, we will also register social media accounts, to attract a larger number
of audience, in platforms like TikTok, Weibo, etc., where we will issue posts, update
pictures and videos to show various upcoming Mandala-related activities like art
healing courses, the painted Mandala psychotherapy, which can help relieve people's
pressure and integrate art into life.

In the months before the opening of the exhibition, press releases will be issued in
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several stages, detailing the venue, timetable, theme overview and the focus of the
exhibition, which will also be updated in social media at the same time. After the
Preview Night, we will release the last one on Wechat and TV at the same time. The
purpose of TV promotion, which is the most traditional and also effective way to
attract people watching different channels, is to improve the cultural awareness of the
local people, including the local government.

Preview Night:

Fig. 61. Mock-up: VIP invitation

The “Preview Night” activity will be held two days before the opening of the
exhibition to the public, including VIP audience previewing the exhibition and
enjoying an evening banquet for the opening ceremony. The invitees, who have
specific interest in the related subject, will cover individuals like gallery professionals,
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museum members, exhibition sponsors, and business partners, as well as institutions
from realms including academics, auction houses, museums and the press.

17: 00 -17:30

On-site Sign-in

17: 30 -17:40

Opening Speech

17: 40 -18:00

Live Video Connection with Artists

18: 15 -18:40

Exhibition Viewing and Interpreting

19: 00 -21:00

Buffet at the Restaurant of Atour Hotel Next to the Museum

Drinks and dessert tables are provided at any time after VIP check-in and during the
exhibition.

Online Exhibition & Online Gift Shop:

Fig. 62. Mock-up: Entrance of Chengdu Museum Online Exhibition Hall
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Fig. 63. Mock-up: Online VR Exhibition

Since online exhibitions will be indispensable in the post-epidemic era, we are going
to continue this exhibition, even after it is dismounted, in the “Online Exhibitions”
section of Chengdu Museum’s WeChat official account, creating a virtual exhibition
hall which has no closure. The related cultural and creative products will also be
offered for sale in the online gift shop, where visitors can directly order while viewing.
Derivatives sold online are not recorded in the financial part of the previous article,
but the income is expected to be considerable.

Courses related to Mandala art:

Example 1: Psychotherapy Course of Painted Mandala
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Fig. 64. Painted Mandala

Carl. Jung, a western psychologist, believes that "Mandala is a traditional antidote to
the chaotic state of the mind. It can not only refine the soul actively to accelerate the
process of personalization, but also avoid the disintegration of the soul passively to
restore the integrity of the personality". After explaining the definition, implicit
meaning and function of Mandala, the psychotherapy course mainly allows
participants to devote themselves to the drawing of Mandala in soothing music,
during which their comprehension of a better life and philosophy of life will be
revealed. Mandala is not only an attitude towards life, but also a spiritual practice. In
the mutual communication among the participants, partners share their views on the
past, present and future, conveying the courage to face difficulties, the openness to
enjoy life and the determination to improve themselves. Emancipated from the hectic
life temporarily, they can think about the true essence of life in quiescence, and
experience the beauty of life in relaxation. Psychotherapy course of painted Mandala
facilitates people to discover more value of life in the slow pace, looking back on the
past, returning to their true selves, thinking about the future and creating unlimited
ideas.
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Example 2: Course for Making Colored Sand Mandala

Fig. 65. Making Colored Sand Mandala

Colored Sand Mandala, made of colorful sand or rock powder, is generally performed
by trained monks and has strict regulations as well as detailed requirements for the
whole process. The key points such as structure, location, length and name must not
be mistaken. Brightly colored like a flat tapestry and exquisite architectural model, it
can be called a masterpiece of religious art. The Colored Sand Mandala will be
deliberately destroyed after completion, when the world depicted with sand will be
swept away without hesitation and disappear in an instant. Therefore, it is, in a way,
like the contemporary performance art. Buddhism believes that the origin and birth of
the world are void, that all the dazzling moments are a mirage just like flowers in a
mirror and the moon's reflection in water, and that the ultimate destination of all
things in the world is still nothingness, which is the same as the splendid Colored
Sand Mandala, starting from emptiness and ending in a blank. Everything is just a
handful of fine sand.

Students of this course will learn how to construct a piece of Colored Sand Mandala
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and learn the symbolic meaning, structure and ritual use of various forms of Mandala.
We hope that by making Colored Sand Mandala, the students can realize the
impermanent nature of all things, so they can face all these changes peacefully and
calmly, because they can actually understand the truth of things. Only in this way can
we face life more actively. Although, with only one life, the body will eventually
vanish, the spirit can be inherited.

Social Media Assets:

Fig. 66. Mock-up: Weibo official website
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Fig. 67. Mock-up: WeChat official account

Anyone who wants to participate in relevant courses can make an appointment in
advance through our social media, which will increase the participation of and
flexibility for consumers in the later stage of the exhibition. There is a QR code at the
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exit of the exhibition, which is the access to our WeChat official account, where we
will update information every day during and after the exhibition. This will help sieve
target groups, finding those willing to know the relevant courses, increasing their
participation in Mandala-related art activities, and laying the foundation for our
continued promotion of Mandala art.
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Mandala Thangka Art Exhibition: 方 • 圓 Between Square And Circle

Exhibition date: June 19 to August 21, 2022

Venue: the first floor of Chengdu Museum

Since ancient times, rarely have there been any motifs that can transcend the fetters of
time, space, race, religion, territory as well as tradition, becoming cultural symbols,
cultural prototypes, and cultural conception in broad terms, while the Mandala being
one of them, a prototypical motif with superb transcendence. As the famous Swiss
psychologist Jung has mentioned in his book, The Secret of the Golden Flower,
Mandala is a magic ring, which, being a symbol, is not only widely spread in the
whole East, but also common in the Middle Ages of his place, and the East
undoubtedly has the most beautiful mandalas, especially the delicate ones of Tibetan
Buddhism.

These nested circles and squares represent the center of the universe and four basic
directions. However, for Buddhist practitioners, Mandala is not only an image to
appreciate, but also a world to wander. When practitioners reconstruct these images in
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their minds, they step into the illusory world with the help of imagination. Mandala is
also a figure, experiencing from opening to converging, just like our hearts. We each
have an independent life and play many independent roles in life, as if we were in
paralleled worlds. But in the end, each of us, regardless of identity, can converge into
one spot from our own foothold to find our true selves.

The exhibition 方 • 圓 Between Square And Circle presents 32 exquisite Mandala
Thangkas, the oldest and mysterious patterns drawn with the colors of nature, and
colorful mineral raw stones from the snowy plateau. The fast pace of contemporary
urban life brings great pressure to people. We hope the audience can temporarily free
themselves from the clamor of the city and feel the calm self while appreciating these
works.
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Exhibition Expenses:
The exhibition will be held in Chengdu Museum, which is funded by the government.
We are responsible for the use and operation of the museum. Therefore, apart from
the cost of additional manpower and materials involved in the adjustment of site
layout, the extra spending is not much compared with the typical daily expense. The
main focus of the exhibition is to popularize Mandala art to the audience through
Mandala Thangka, and also provide the audience with a good enlightening experience,
including participating in relevant activities of Mandala art to continue the artistic
influence of the exhibition. In addition to planning exhibitions, the most important
mission of curators is to promote the development of creative cultural and artistic
concepts, launch new art forms, activate social and cultural life and improve the
aesthetic level of the public. This exhibition is only a starting point, and the follow-up
will be extended on this basis.

Strategic Investment in the Future:
Display of some derivatives in gift shop:

Fig. 68. Puzzles of Mandala images
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Fig. 69. Creative pillows with Mandala images

Fig. 70. Canvas bags with Mandala images

Fig. 71. Creative fans with Mandala images
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Fig. 72. Picture books of Mandala Psychotherapy

Fig. 73. Specimen of mineral raw stone

Admission to the museum is free. During the exhibition, revenue comes from prints,
books, cultural products, Mandala art courses, etc. Online exhibition will be held
accordingly. We are going to continue this exhibition, even after it is dismounted, in
the “Online Exhibitions” section of Chengdu Museum’s WeChat official account,
creating a virtual exhibition hall which has no closure. The related cultural and
creative products will also be offered for sale in the online gift shop, where visitors
can directly order while viewing, ensuring a steady stream of online revenue in the
future.
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ESTIMATED COST
Category

Details

CNY

COST
COST
IN GENERAL
Venue

Chengdu Museum
-Venue rental (Own property sponsored by the government)

Shipping

CN¥ 60, 000
CN¥ 0

-Water & Electricity& Coal& Internet & Insurance & VIP dinners - CN¥ 60,000
2 months in average
Fuel + expressway toll: transportation between Qinghai and

CN¥ 1, 500

Chengdu
Staffs *3 + Docents*5

CN¥ 2, 500

-Docents*5（Student volunteers from the Tibet Institute of Southwest CN¥ 0
University for Nationalities）
-Uniform cost *5

CN¥ 2, 500

Fixed Guards *2 +Temporary workers *3
-Extra guards*3 -2 months

CN¥ 20, 000
CN¥ 20,000

-Daily Manpower (Wages and salaries & Cleaning fee & GeneralCN¥ 0
expenses) - 2 months in average
CN¥ 0
Subtotal

CN¥ 84, 000

COST
AT THE VENUE
Audio Guide

Production Fee

CN¥ 12, 000

-Recording commission fee
-QR code generator fee (2-month plan )
Display & Furniture

Extra materials involved in venue layout adjustment

CN¥ 4, 250

-Test tube for mineral pigments（Rainbow Wall）

CN¥ 350

-Extra carpentry + Extra electricians

CN¥ 800

-Extra lighting

CN¥ 2, 500

-Extra Showcase Stand +Probs

CN¥ 600

Holographic projection display cabinet (Provided by the museum)

CN¥ 0

Subtotal

CN¥ 16, 250
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COST
OUTSIDE THE VENUE
Industry experts

CN¥ 30, 000

Flights + Accommodations for experts * 5
-Hotels for 3 days
-Fees
-expenses during the stay (car rent, food, etc.)

Subtotal

CN¥ 30, 000

COST
MARKETING
Photography & video
Design

CN¥ 18, 000

Photography*3 + Video*1(include travel expenses)
Heart Journey Studio

CN¥ 15, 000

-Designing the poster image and digital ads images

CN¥ 5, 000

-Designing the event paper products

CN¥ 10,000

Including the souvenir goods (tote bags, fans, pillows, catalog
designs
Preview Night

Dessert table and buffet - 1 night

CN¥ 15, 000

Communications

Advertisement and Discovery of Services

CN¥ 50, 000

Digital Advertising

-WeChat (included Artnet China, Hi Art,Artsy,etc.), Tiktok, Weibo
-Custom content editorial
-Digital Ads

Press Release

-Through museum partner's networks

Paper Advertising

Newspapers

Subtotal

CN¥ 98, 000

TOTAL COST EST
Subtotals
Overage

CN¥ 228, 250
10%

CN¥ 22, 825

Total

CN¥ 251, 075
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ESTIMATED REVENUE
Category

Details

CNY

Revenue
Entrance Fee

EST visitors:120,000 (Calculated based on a quarter of the average

CN¥ 0

daily passenger flow of Chengdu Museum, two months)

CN¥ 80, 000

Psychotherapy Course of Painted Mandala

CN¥ 30, 000

Sponsors
Limited Edition

Limited Edition Lithographs Sales EST: 200 pieces in total to

Lithographs

be sold

CN¥ 176, 000

-Exhibited works Thangka Mandala Limited Edition Lithographs
（¥880 each）
Books & Painting Albums Book Sales EST: 200 pieces in total to be sold

CN¥ 77, 000

-Collection of Dongrub Tshebrtan's Thangka Works (¥200 each)
-Collection of Jigsmed Rgyamtsho and his disciples' Thangka
Works (¥260 each)
-Tantric of Tibetan Buddhism and Mandala Art (¥199 each）
-Illustration of Mandalas (¥198 each）
-Picture books of Mandala Psychotherapy（¥45 each）
-Exhibition Catalogues (¥300 each）
Derivative

Derivative Sales EST: 1000 pieces in total to be sold

CN¥ 45, 000

-Puzzles of Mandala images（¥160 each）
-Canvas bags with Mandala images（¥60 each）
-Creative pillows with Mandala images（¥85 each）
-Creative fans with Mandala images（¥15 each）
Specimen of mineral raw stone (¥460 each)
Material production cost

CN¥ 18, 000

Print & Clothes & Events etc.

CN¥ 165, 000

Subtotal

CN¥ 281, 000
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Mandala, from Sanskrit, consists of two words, Manda and La, with Manda meaning
the essence and La meaning to obtain. Therefore, the significance of the Mandala can
be interpreted as obtaining the essence. 2Mandala originated in ancient India, whose
profound meaning initially came from the unique religious rituals of ancient India.
Ancient people were relatively lack of knowledge in understanding the world and life,
so mythology and religion became the main means for them to understand the
universe and themselves. People in ancient times believed that gods were everywhere
and they should kneel to worship those gods at all times in order to have favorable
weather, as well as live and work in peace and contentment. However, because of the
invisibility of gods, the ancients utilized specific materials and vivid objects for
representation, so that they can perceive the appearance of the gods. Worship
gradually appeared in an increasing number of places. Altars, set up for sacrifice and
also as the recipient of gods, became the place where practitioners could execute
worship and gain blessings. In this way, the content of religious experience has been
sanctified and solidified in the strict and exquisite religious ideological structure, and
has been defined as a ritual and an unalterable system. It is this timeless way that
shows the sanctity of the Mandala. With the continuous development of esoteric
religious tradition after the fifth century, Mandala gradually formed its own complete
drawing standard and interpretation system. Tibetan Buddhism not only absorbs the
2

Ngang Pa. Tantric of Tibetan Buddhism and Mandala Art. (Beijing: People's Publishing House, 2011): 45
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function of the Mandala in ancient India (mainly the altar model of the Shiva sect) but
also extends to the related world system along with the concept of universe and time
(the Mount Meru system and the Kalachakra system). The Mandala tradition of
Tibetan Buddhism can be traced back to the entry of Guru Rinpoche and related
Dharma preaching activities in Tibet during the Tubo empire. The western regions
ruled by Tubo have also formed Mandala images integrated from various forms.
According to the records in Tibetan classics, decorative Mandala patterns were drawn
in the Jokhang temple built in the seventh century and Guru Rinpoche started the
doctrinal inheritance of Mandala in Tibet after his advent.

Fig. 74. Mandala of Avalokitesvara , 9th Century,

Fig.75. Part of Fig.69. Avalokitesvara in he main

Collection of the British Museum

deity palace

Tibetan Buddhism Mandala art is mainly seen in Thangka and murals, with the main
form of expression being Thangka, a unique artistic form of painting in Tibetan
culture. The word, Thangka, with the first syllable meaning the vast space and the
second filling the blank, is a transliteration of Tibetan, which means the scroll
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painting. 3Thangka has distinctive ethnic characteristics, a strong religious sense, and
a unique artistic style, being an art form that visualizes and concretizes the religious
thoughts and philosophical theories of Tibetan Buddhism and developing with the
introduction of Buddhist culture. 4Due to the characteristics of Tibetan nomadic life,
Thangka, in the form of scroll painting, meets the needs of believers for their religious
belief with its portability. The Buddhas and Bodhisattvas painted on the Thangka
have replaced the statues and murals in the temple, becoming the objects they can
worship at any time. In 2006, UNESCO listed Thangka as a world intangible cultural
heritage.5 The contents of Thangka are quite extensive, including almost all Buddhas,
gods, doctrines, and Dharma in Tibetan Buddhism, as well as many fields such as
Tibetan history, politics, economy, culture, and social life. The wide use of Thangka
reflects the boundless propagation effect of Buddhism. Over 80% of the contents are
Buddhist themes, while Mandala Thangka is the most essential part of it, which not
only symbolizes the wisdom and prestige of the Buddhas but also represents the truth
of the universe. Mandala Thangka is regarded as the most sacred, mysterious, and
characteristic religious art, which is unique in Thangka art.

Mysterious Circle and Balanced Square
3

Li Fei. Appreciation of Chinese Thangka Arts of Ancient China . (Hangzhou: Xiling Seal-Engravers' Society

Press, 2011): 13
4

Chen Hua and Zhang, Zibing. 2020. “On the Formal Language and Spirit of Thangka Art.” Beauty and Times 15

(March): 57-58.
5

Xu Wenting. “Huangnan, Qinghai: “The Prosperity of Intangible Cultural Heritage Thangka Art.” Xinhua

News Agency, accessed October 13, 2021, http://www.xinhuanet.com/2018-08/13/c_129932075.htm
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Mandala Thangka looks like concentric circles one after another, in the center of
which is a square with doors on all four sides, representing the residence of the
Buddha. In the center, the square symbolizes the core position of the Buddha, as well
as the great wisdom of impartiality, and the doors in four directions, symbolize the
Buddha's broad mind. The square area is a magnificent palace for Buddhist believers.
A series of concentric circles surrounding the central hall also have their symbolic
meanings: the outer circle symbolizes the different life and cultivation experienced by
ordinary people before nirvana, that is, the "Six Realms "; the second ring is called
"Vajra", which represents the invincible nature of subduing everything in the Mandala
spiritual world; the circle on the next level symbolizes the "Eight Senses" that make
all sentient beings reincarnate in the sea of life and death and cannot leave; the central
level contains the source of all forces. In the picture, circles are embedded in squares,
and squares are cuddled by circles, forming a pattern radial from the center to the four
sides, which looks like the outer surrounds and guards the center layer by layer to
form a closed circular practice field with a compact structure, gorgeous color,
complex and beautiful pattern.
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Fig.76. Simple segmentation diagram of mandala

6

The circle is the most common composition form in the history of human civilization,
which exists in prehistoric rock paintings, painted pottery, and other art forms. The
circle in Tibetan Buddhism is considered to represent the Buddhist view of time,
which is contrary to the dualism of modern natural science, holding that the time of
the universe is relative and everything is a part of the eternal cycle without beginning
and end, which makes the circle naturally be the most vivid expression of this view of
the universe. As Philip Ellis Wheelwright7 once said, perhaps the greatest archetypal
symbol with philosophical significance is the circle, which is widely regarded as the
most perfect figure not only due to its simple formal perfection but also because of
Heraclitus's8 motto: “In a circle, the beginning and end are the same.”.9 In the early
cultural environment, the isolation of each other's geographical location blocks the
exchange and communication of culture, but all kinds of national cultures have
6

7
8
9

Miranda Bruce-Mitford and Philip Wilksinson. Signs & Symbols an illustrated guide to their origins and
meanings. Translated by Li Shifen and Lin Shumei. (Taiwan: Times Culture Publishing House,2009): 291
Philip Ellis Wheelwright (1901 – 1970) was an American philosopher, classical scholar and literary theorist.
Heraclitus (c. 535 – c. 475 BC) was an Ancient Greek, pre-Socratic, Ionian philosopher.
Philip Ellis Wheelwright. Metaphor and Reality. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1962): 119
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chosen the same pattern magically. This amazing tacit understanding not only
embodies “the collective unconscious” of human beings but also shows the
undescribable aesthetic feelings in geometric art, which aggregates the essence of
many subjects, including psychology, philosophy, and aesthetics. Enough to become a
symbol carrier. In essence, the most important symbol of the Mandala is the circle,
which is also its most direct form of expression. The result of this integration truly
shows the most primitive human conscious response, psychological state, and
aesthetic needs, with special value for observation and appreciation.

Fig.77. Simple segmentation diagram of mandala

10

The square is another basic element of the Mandala, implying an arrangement
principle, which seems to be inherent in human beings. According to the theory of
visual perception, the square is a concise structure, and the more concise and orderly
the graphic is, the easier it is to give people power with clear direction visually. As
Jack Tresidder11 said, the square is the symbol of the earth in ancient times, which is
Miranda Bruce-Mitford and Philip Wilksinson. Signs & Symbols an illustrated guide to their origins and
meanings. Translated by Li Shifen and Lin Shumei. (Taiwan: Times Culture Publishing House,2009): 112
11
Jack Tresidder (1931-2021) has worked as a newspaper journalist, foreign news editor, book and theatre critic
10

and a publishing director.
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particularly important in the symbol systems of India and China. The four corners of
the square extend in four directions respectively, forming a certain order, which
makes it not only become a symbol of eternity, safety, balance, and reasonably
arranged space but also represent honesty, integrity, and excellent moral quality.12
Many temples are also designed based on squares, an excellent example being the
Temple of Heaven in Beijing, in the architectural structure of which squares and
circles are cleverly integrated.13 In Mandala Thangka, the square often represents the
residence of the Buddha, with doors in four directions, representing the access to the
interior. The square in the Mandala gives people a psychological hint of stability,
peace, and balance. The combination of square and circle, which is also an
indispensable geometric form, is the basic composition system of Mandala art,
symbolizing the harmony between humans and the laws of the universe.

No art in the world can match Mandala art in utilizing circles and squares, as well as
curves and straight lines to depict a changing and flowing world in the combination of
lines and plane graphics. It uses various geometric forms to directly express a divine
region and an ideal realm, which requires great imagination and generalization and
forms a huge school and system in an amazing number. Mandala art, in a work of

12

Jack Tresidder. Symbols and Their Meanings. Translated by Shi Yi and Liu Heng. (Beijing: Central

Compilation & Translation Press, 2001): 134
13

KalSang Gyal. “Tantra of Tibetan Buddhism and Lama Temple in Beijing.” In Journal of Qinghai University

for Nationalities: Social Science Edition, edited by Li Yankai. (Qinghai: QUFN Press, 1995): 93-96.
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which the opposite things are unified and changeable, can also apply, to such
perfection, the art of abstraction and symbolism, which not only express the meaning
of autonomous space but also pay more attention to the relationship between
combinations, the linking methods between different elements and the deeper
meaning expressed by these methods. Researchers of Tibetan culture at home and
abroad are amazed at the mysterious forms of expression and profound philosophical
connotation of Mandala art, having a strong interest in the religious principles
expressed by the mysterious Mandala art of Tibetan Buddhism and believing that
these geometric patterns contain profound philosophical ideas and the essence of all
things in the universe.

Craftsman Spirit of Tibetan Buddhists

In Tibetan Buddhism, ordinary Thangka has no strict requirements of religious belief
for painters, while Mandala Thangka can only be drawn by Buddhists. The procedure
of drawing a Mandala starts from the painter getting the Dharma preached by the guru
or an eminent monk after collecting relevant materials. Drawings can only be done
after practice in solitude, then, reviewed, screened, and approved by the eminent
monks before they can be regarded as qualified Mandalas. The primary reason for
creating Mandala painting is belief. That is why, in addition to strictly abiding by the
measurement requirements, the strict drawing process of Mandala Thangka demands
practitioners to pray before painting and visualize the Buddha in mind during painting.
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Painters should chant scriptures, along with the picture-making process, to inject
emotional connection into the work and they often lick the brush with their tongue
when painting, which is a subconscious act of empathy between the craftsman and the
artifact. It can be seen that for painters, drawing Mandala is not only a job but also a
kind of personal practice and blessing to others. They embody the residence of the
Buddha and bring it to the life of Buddhists, at the same time, improving their
self-worth in this process. Buddhists' practice is an experience of current life and
Mandala Thangka painters use painting to practice Buddhism, which means religion
has become a bridge for them to integrate art and life.

Fig.78. Skalbzang Tshering is drawing "Mandala of Bhaisajyaguru"

In the long history, under the guidance of apprentice or family inheritance system to
carry forward the crafts along with rules and principles of this field, Mandala Thangka
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painters have inherited the most original traditional craftsman spirit in the handicraft
era, the devout belief in the protection of skills, the significant mission of skill
inheritance, and the respect for skill management, which produces a spiritual height
unmatched by that of the modern industrial production. When colliding with art, the
craftsman's spirit becomes the internal driving force and self-filtering way of artists'
creation, while art becomes the concrete presentation of the craftsman's spiritual
cultivation. The boundary between artworks and handicrafts is gradually blurred due
to the diversity of the market and authorship. Taking craftsmen of Thangka as an
example, a high degree of self-discipline and inertia are the driving force for painters
to stick to drawing day after day. In this process, painters practice and temper their
minds, refine their painting skills, and complete self-filtering. The Thangka produced
is the concrete presentation of painters’ spirit at this stage, which is the reason why
each painter's work is different. This kind of artistic creation, using craftsman spirit as
the internal driving force, can also be seen in contemporary art. Take Ding Yi14, a
maximalist painter, who has insisted on freehand cross painting for 26 years, as an
example. Similarity and difference can both be observed in each cross in his picture,
which is simplified, complicated, and re-simplified again and again. This change in
the picture represents not only the freedom of the picture to a certain extent but also
his self-filtering. He takes the cross-practice as a part of life, breaking the boundary
between art and life with self-discipline and freedom and internalizing the craftsman
spirit into his creation.
14

Ding Yi (born in 1962) is a Chinese contemporary artist currently based in Shanghai. He is a pivotal figure in
the development of geometric abstraction in China and is currently a Professor at the Shanghai Institute of Visual
Arts.
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The Secret of Unfading Colors

Fig.79. Natural mineral pigments

Since ancient times, the Tibetan people have had a congenital love for strong and
bright colors, such as fire red, emerald green, bright yellow, orange-red, sky blue, and
pure white, which is closely related to the Tibetans’ early aesthetic concept and color
consciousness. The living environment of Tibetans is the plateau, with sprawling
snow mountains. Except for the short summer, it suffers a cold climate, difficult to see
green trees and red flowers on other days every year. Affected by geographical
location and climatic conditions, people have a special preference for flamboyant
colors. Traditional Thangka pigments are mainly made of natural minerals and plants
produced in Tibet, mineral pigments being the most important part, which are
extracted from crystal ores and natural substances from nature, having stable physical
characteristics and unique aesthetic value. Thangka pigments can be divided into nine
categories: earth, stone, water, fire, wood, grass, flower, bone, and gemstone,
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including bezoar, carborundum, turquoise, mica, azurite, cinnabar, coral, gold, silver,
agate, etc. A large number of ores can merely produce very few pigments. The
Thangkas drawn with these precious natural pigments can be kept unfading for
thousands of years. Natural and pure raw materials for colors give Thangka vigorous
vitality, visual enjoyment, and spiritual nourishment.

Fig.80. Different levels of blue pigments extracted from azurite

The mineral, azurite, which is the main material to produce azure-blue, is extremely
rare in the world and not all azurite can produce superb azure-blue. The mineral
source of the top-level azurite has long been exhausted, which makes the unparalleled
crystal blue unique in the stone color.

Fig.81. Different levels of green pigments extracted from malachite
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Mineral green is extracted from malachite or turquoise by grounding.

Fig.82. Different levels of red pigments extracted from cinnabar

Cinnabar is a compound of mercury and sulfur, which is slightly toxic and very heavy
with strong covering power. The cinnabar pigment is made by gently grinding
cinnabar ores into powder in a mortar. There are cinnabar mines found in Tibet, which
can explain why red is often used in Tibetan paintings.

Fig.83. Different levels of yellow pigments extracted from realgar

Realgar is a crystal with oily luster, which is orange, slightly toxic, soft, and fragile. It
is mostly used for medicine. Orpiment, which is yellow and carried in goldstone, is a
mica-like crystal of pink gold. Earthy yellow is the color of the remaining part after
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extracting realgar and orpiment. Mineral yellow and realgar, mainly produced in the
Tibetan region, belong to minerals.

The raw materials that can extract color are not completely restricted. For example,
different yellows can generate from realgar and orpiment. How to match and what
kind of yellow will eventually produce depend on the painters’ own experience. The
same goes for other mineral pigments. The proportion of each material is preserved as
a secret recipe, which has become a mysterious language among Thangka painters
and passes down from generation to generation.

Fig.84. Azurite after washing

The process of extracting and making mineral pigments is cumbersome and complex.
If drawing Thangka is a process of painters’ cultivation, making Thangka pigments is
also dual cultivation of mind and skill. The mineral resources used to make natural
mineral pigments are almost exhausted now and very difficult to obtain. Many
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primary ores need to be mined manually from deep mountains and forests or even
mountains in the depopulated area. After the materials are obtained, the first step is to
wash the materials continuously, meanwhile selecting ores of different colors. In
grinding the gravel, the sand is constantly ground out and washed away by water.
During the first few times of material washing, as soon as the clear water is poured
into the stone mortar, it immediately becomes as feculent as mud. Washing should be
carried on until the water becomes clearer and clearer. Five kilograms of ores can
only produce less than one kilo of mineral pigment after washing, grinding, and
drying.

Fig.85. Malachite after grinding

Then comes a relatively monotonous stage requiring labor, grinding. Through long
hours of manual grinding, the ores are gradually ground finer and finer, finally turning
from the crushed materials into qualified mineral pigment water, the process of which
usually takes about ten days. Grinding ore materials is a technical activity because
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different ores need to be finely ground with different strengths. There is a popular
proverb on the Qinghai-Tibet plateau saying "sick women grind for azurite-blue and
strong men grind for stone yellow", which means that when grinding azurite, one
must be as slow and gentle as a sick woman, while grinding stone yellow, one needs
the strength of a strong man to smash the stones.

Fig.86. Taking azurite and malachite as examples, divided into five levels of blue and green pigments
through traditional elutriation technology

Precipitation is the most important and difficult step in the whole pigment production
process, which is also the process of separating different pigments. The masters
making pigments need to have very rich experience to distinguish different color
scales according to the particle size through the traditional elutriation technique
because the particles with higher density will sink to the bottom first. The
precipitation time is not the same for different color scales and after drying in the
natural shade, the diversified mineral colors will present.

Some precautions for the color matching of mineral pigments are as follows:
1- If the saturation of cinnabar red is too high, it will turn purple.
2- Although the soil pigment is of medium saturation, the clay is suitable to be
adjusted to high saturation.
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3- Realgar and arsenolite should not have high concentrations.
4- Light blue, light green, light jade, and light red are four light colors. Although the
intensity of these four light colors is small, they have high saturation. Therefore, only
a small amount of ink can be transferred; otherwise, they will turn black.
5- Transferring flax juice and white sugar into sandalwood of medium saturation can
produce a color with a sense of plumpness and softness.
6- Only half a small bottle of Tibetan ink is allowed to be transferred into indigo.
7- The saturation of golden pigment is the same as that of ink
8- Gold and four light colors can show softness when mixed with a little flax juice. If
mixed with too much, they will be thin and easy to flow when used. At this time, a
little white sugar can be added.
9- Those with lusters such as carmine and ink, if white sugar is added, will show soft
luster.
10- Pigments with moderate saturation like litharge are neither from soil nor ores or
bones. They can only be mixed into a small bottle of strong ink.15

Thangka paintings, which have a rigorous making process, long drawing cycle, and
bright colors, can last for thousands of years, which is directly related to the stability
of the physical structure of mineral pigments. Therefore, the study of Thangka
painting pigments is of great significance for inheriting and protecting Tibetan culture
and art. Once these pigments are painted, they will never fade and every stroke made

15

From the author's interview with Thangka artist Dongrub Tshebrtan.
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by painters will become a bright color on Thangka pictures forever. Even if the
creator of the painting is gone, those bright colors will continue to live forever with
the painter's soul.

The Most Complicated Meticulous Painting in the World

In Tibetan Buddhism, taking enlightenment as the sole purpose and used totally for
consecration, the Mandala is an act of religious conversion and worship, therefore,
necessarily abiding by a fixed procedure. In the process of practicing Buddhist
classics, Tibetan Buddhist believers take the Mandala as a model of visualization,
strictly following the principles and proportions stipulated in The Sutra of
Measurements for The Construction of Statues16 to maintain the solemnity and
sanctity of the Mandala. Before painting, the painter should choose an auspicious day,
praying with burning incense, chanting scriptures, and preparing materials at the same
time. The drawing of Mandala Thangka is divided into seven steps.

1- Making Canvas
Before drawing Mandala Thangka, the canvas with the appropriate size should be
selected according to the size of the picture. Being neither too thick nor too hard, the
canvas is generally white, made of pure white cotton cloth with fine weaving, and
needs to be carefully polished. The following procedure includes sewing it on a

16

It is a classic book explaining the methods of making figures of the Buddha.
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wooden frame along the four sides of the canvas tightly, binding the four sides of the
wooden frame and the four sides of the picture frame firmly together in the Z-shaped
rope pattern to form a double-layer picture frame and applying a thin layer of animal
bone glue on the canvas surface, the role of which is to prevent the canvas from
absorbing pigments, isolating them on the surface of the picture. This process is quite
similar to making canvas for oil paintings.

2- Drafting
A fine charcoal pen is generally used to draft the base map, in which the main
positioning lines are drawn first. Since the Mandala is a symmetrical figure both
horizontally and vertically, it is necessary to make diagonal lines with ochre on the
back of the canvas, the intersection of which is the center point of the picture.
Determining the center point of the picture can ensure the composition is moderate,
reasonable, stable, and symmetrical, making the edging accurate and neat when
mounting. Several squares, slashes, and diagonals should be drawn on the canvas,
determining the outline of the Buddhas according to the measurements, the size of
each part of the body, and the proportion of facial features. Because of the strict
regulations the structure of Mandala needs to follow, the step of positioning lines is
indispensable in Thangka painting, including sidelines, center vertical lines, diagonal
lines, etc. The more complex the composition is, the more the number of positioning
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lines is.17

3- Coloring
A large number of brushes need to be prepared first for one pen can only be used for
one color so as not to mix colors.18 Coloring should not only take into account
obtaining the best effect of the whole picture but also consider saving materials and
simplifying processes as much as possible. Mandala Thangkas, mostly with strong
colors while relatively few in light ones, should be colored in order from dark to light.
The same color is finished at one time, generally starting from the central figure and
then expanding to the surrounding figures and background. To draw a Mandala, the
background colors of the picture should be laid first, followed by the colors of the
characters or scenery, from dark to light and from clothes to face. When coloring, the
parts of the whole picture that need the same color should be painted at the same time,
to save time and unify the color effect.19

4- Rendering
Rendering refers to emphasizing structure or change by applying thin and transparent
colors on the first layer. Generally, the method of adding powder is utilized for

17

Men Fayan. “Thangka Art of Tibetan Buddhism.” In China Religion, edited by Tian Yueyang. (Beijing:

Religious Culture publishing house, 2004): 36
18

Wang Xuedian. Thangka Art. (Shenyang: Wanjuan Publication Company, 2012): 66

19

Men Fayan. “Thangka Art of Tibetan Buddhism.” In China Religion, edited by Tian Yueyang. (Beijing:

Religious Culture publishing house, 2004): 37
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rendering to adjust the different saturation of various colors, making the colors have
some changes in light and shade as well as darkness and lightness on the basis of
offering a sense of thickness. For example, when drawing clouds and fog, painters use
white color at the bottom and then apply light blue or pink green to halo out the level
and thickness with smooth structural lines.

5- Double Tracing
It is to redraw the lines that are covered or blurred after coloring. Mandala Thangkas
adopt the painting method involving strong colors. When coloring, half of the picture
is depicted with ink lines. After the whole picture is colored, the lines covered need to
be painted again. During double tracing, the warm colors such as yellow and red are
traced with dark red, the cool colors such as blue and green are traced with dark cyan,
and the white line is traced with ink. In this way, not only is the sense of coordination
among hues strengthened but also the picture becomes more rich and dignified. If the
painting adopts a light-colored painting method, there is no need to outline it again
because even covered with thin and transparent colors, the original ink lines are still
bright and eye-catching. The double tracing is very exquisite. The tracing lines can be
divided into iron lines and changing lines. The iron lines are strong without changes
of thickness, while the changing lines have different degrees of thickness with a
smooth and elegant transition.

6- Laying Gold and Tracing with Gold Lines
The proper use of gold powder and silver powder can make the picture look elegant
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and magnificent. Mandala Thangkas use more gold than Thangkas of other themes.
Some stick gold foil with bone glue, smoothing it with soft silk cloth. More often,
pure gold is hit into gold foil, then ground into powder, which will be mixed with an
appropriate amount of bone glue and water. The gold powder is fed with a brush
mostly in the decorative part of the characters in the picture, then polished with a pen
made of opal or agate to make it shine, which can make the whole Mandala Thangka
more resplendent and dazzling.

7- Consecrating and Purfling
Mandala Thangkas officially made by the temple and used for worship must hold a
consecration ceremony. Sutra mantras or some specific odes, abbreviations of gods,
etc. are generally written with cinnabar on the back of the Thangkas, and some must
be printed with cinnabar handprints of eminent monks or living Buddhas. Mandala
Thangkas also need to be framed and purfled for protection. Some creators also use
brocade for edging, decorating them by embedding gemstones with gold threads. A
silk curtain is also added under the Thangka with two ribbons of the same length as
the picture for decoration. The back is mounted with silk and fixed with axes at both
ends to facilitate hanging, making the Thangka more gorgeous and noble for believers
to cherish and respect more.

From East to West & From Religion to Science
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Fig.87. Carl Gustav Jung 1875-1961

The extensive spread of Mandala's concept in the west is due to the Swiss
psychologist Carl Gustav Jung20. He is the first to use psychology to deeply study the
Mandala of Tibetan Buddhism and finds that this ancient pattern is a way of
expression in which the images inside the human subconscious are projected into the
external world, which plays a special role in understanding the mental development
and self-realization. He points out that the Mandala is like “a mirror of the soul” that
can, by the combination of simple geometric figures, reflect the deepest part of one’s
soul, describing the most real spiritual track in one’s heart and seeing through the fear,
anxiety, depression, frustration, pressure and loss deeply rooted in one’s mind. More
importantly, apart from “reflection”, the greatest role of the Mandala is to change and
heal.21 In reality, Jung's Mandala psychotherapy has also been a lot of validation,
whose effect is obvious.
20
21

Carl Gustav Jung (1875 –1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychoanalyst who founded analytical psychology.
Tang, Yi. Illustration of Mandalas. (Shaanxi: Normal University Press, 2009): 26
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Fig.88. Systema Munditotius (1917) by Carl Gustav Jung

According to the biography of Jung, he subconsciously completed his first Mandala in
1916, although Jung did not understand it at that time. For quite a long time after he
parted ways with Sigmund Freud22, Jung drew a small Mandala every morning to
show his inner state of that moment. He observed the changes in his subconscious
with the help of these figures, which were of great importance for Jung to step out of
his dark and lonely state of mind. In Jung's view, such a figure is a magic circle,
symbolizing the central point of the goal, the entire self of the mind, and the integrity
of personality, and is a code about the state of one’s nature, representing the micro
world view of an individual related to the spirit. In this process, Jung felt that the
Mandala was a spiritual channel connecting the external world and the internal world.

22

Sigmund Freud (1856–1939) was an Austrian neurologist and the founder of psychoanalysis.
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When he was observing these magic circles, his subconscious directed him to the
central point, all the roads leading to which were the path to manifest one’s nature and
true self. Since 1933, Jung has found in the process of psychotherapy that some of his
patients with schizophrenia and personality conflict have had some dreams related to
geometry without any reasonable explanation. After waking up, the patterns they
depict are always similar to the Mandala structure of Tibetan Buddhism. Jung is very
interested in this clinical phenomenon. He believes that Mandala is a compensating
factor formed in the subconscious after the individual's psychological imbalance. As a
prototype, the Mandala represents psychological integrity and order, through whose
patterns, the original image of human beings reappears in an orderly mode and maps
itself into it. The psychology of losing order is controlled by the magic circles with
strong energy so that the individual’s heart and spirit can enter the harmonious state
symbolized by the Mandala. At this time, the Mandala has become a tool to help
restore the spiritual order to achieve the purpose of self-healing.

In Jung’s theory of analytical psychology, the Mandala exists in the human
subconscious like a mysterious impression, and its regular geometric form has strong
induction. Once an individual’s mind has conflict, division, and disorder, the Mandala
can use its unique power to organize it clearly and make it balanced. In the practice of
Tibetan Buddhism, Mandala is also used as a means to resist external and internal
demons, awakening the inner true self and bringing disorder into an orderly state to
protect the process of self-improvement. Jung keenly discovered the relationship
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between human unconscious activities and Buddhist practice, recognizing and deeply
exploring the irrational spiritual activities in Buddhist thoughts, and tried to apply it to
the treatment of modern people’s mental diseases, which was Jung’s creation.
Therefore, Mr. Feng Chuan23, a contemporary Chinese expert in the research on Jung,
once praised Jung as a great doctor to save the soul of modern people. Mandala, other
than being a religious totem and a magic instrument with mysterious religious power,
can also be classified as a psychotherapy tool from the perspective of modern
psychology. Opening up a channel for the integration of western scientific spirit and
Eastern mysticism, Jung’s research and utilization of Mandala has also created a way
for one’s inner soul to live in harmony with the outside world.

Looking to the Future

Through the study and research of Mandala art in Tibetan areas during this period and
by participating in various religious activities with monks, I not only understand the
development history of Buddhist art but also have a preliminary understanding of the
doctrines and observation methods of Tibetan Buddhism. Every great art form needs a
higher spiritual power to control. Therefore, when I appreciate the beauty of Mandala
Thangkas’ highly expressive images, I am also shocked by their philosophical and
spiritual connotation. Different from that of other religious arts, the formation of
Tibetan Buddhist Mandala art is complex, integrating many historical and regional

23

Feng Chuan (born in 1952). Professor of Chinese Department of Sichuan University, Specially Invited
Researcher of University of Bonn, Germany.
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conditions. It is the treasure of oriental culture and the symbol of human exploration
of the truth and law of the universe, perfectly combining religious practicability and
plastic arts to jointly deduce charming and dreamlike holy images. Mysterious and
clear, ancient and profound, it plays an important role in the long history of Tibetan
culture. As an art form, the Mandala, which emphasizes the integration of man and
the universe, has been fully developed in Tibetan Buddhism. Regarding it only as a
religious culture is far from enough because its artistic and psychological inspiration
is pretty profound. It reflects the thinking of philosophy, aesthetics, and architecture,
and also brings great creative sources to modern and contemporary art practitioners.
However, it is a pity that so far the publishing industry has not published a complete
Mandala for people to appreciate and study. The reason why there are very few
Tibetan Buddhist Mandalas handed down is that the ancient paintings secretly
guarded by the painter are inherited from generation to generation by masters and
disciples. In addition, the commandments are very serious, which means the paintings
cannot be taught to others without the consent of the guru. Moreover, there are many
factions of Tibetan Buddhism, different from each other, causing the forms and
contents of Mandalas are also significantly diversified. As a result, a large number of
Mandalas are scattered and preserved by temples and monks, which also brings some
difficulties to the research and exhibition of Mandalas. I hope more people will pay
attention to the research in the realm in the future and Mandala artworks can be
presented to the world.
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